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This paper is Sirecttd tow;lrd computer scientists who know something of the 
basics of universal algebra And category thecry and who are interested ir, seeing 
somethi-lg of the interaction CC the two subjects in computer science at 2. level 
beyond the well-known applications of initiality to semantics and data type 
specification. The paper assumes knowledge of definitions for the concepts of 
category, functor, natural transformation, and adjunction. 
The first section provides a very brief introduction to the concept of a L-algebra, 
a Shomomorphism, and an equational presentation. e give the conventional 
definitions but we also restate them in a more categoric manner, and we exploit 
a bit of category theory to nail down the notion of an algebra satisfying a set of 
equations. 
Section 2 goes considerably further i troduction to universal 
ay seem somewhat u 
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small amount of set-theoretic scene setting, most of the definitions and arguments 
can be done in tcims of categorical concepts. The approach is based on many 
discussions that Jesse Wright and I had some years back while we were going over 
some of the work of Lawvere, and of Herrhch and Strecker [9]. Mowever, none of 
the a,forementioned should be held responsible for what happens here. The choice 
of topics in th e section does not provide a balanced treatment of the universal 
algebra, for that one should go to Cohn [5], CZtzer [S], Herrlich and Strecker [9], 
or McKenzie et al. [ 111. But I have provided everything needed for the rest of the 
paper. 
The third seciis~ 
. . - . I . 
is concerned with polynomials over arbitrary algebras. This :s _ _ 
. . * . . . - 
not a new topic to mathematicians, and, indeed, IS JUSK ihe llacuhu. -e*+n*d generalization 
. 
or” r.he polynomials (over rings) that one probably first encountered in high ;choo! 
algebra. What is important about polynomials from a computer science viewpoint 
is that they provide a natural approach to the concept of variables, and the associated 
concept of substitution. We show, by means of very simple categorical proofs, that 
substitution is associative and has identities. These proofs are excelient examples 
of how categorical methods can cut right to the heart of the matter. It is also worth 
pointing out that the approach taken here need not be restricted to polynomials 
over algebras, and there are computer science apy,3ications for polyquniials over 
other structures (e.g. over sketches [l]). 
In the fourth section we give a treatment of Lawvere algebraic theories using 
categories of polynomials as a starting point. We give the definition of an algebra 
as a functrs? from an algebraic theory into the category of sets, and relate this to 
our c;, ?$ t,‘:- ti r’inition of an algebra. Algebraic theories have been used quite exten- 
. j_. i SIVG;. \ 2;: ; il x.; etical computer science by researches studying iteration and recursion 
and by a number of groups studying data type specification. We feel that polynomials 
provide a good approach for computer scientists to algebraic theories. 
In the final section we employ polynomials and algebraic theories to model simple 
languages of flowcharts and monadic recursion schemes. Further examples and 
additional references will be found in EM]. 
A few points olt’notation: We write w for the set w = 10, 1, . . .} of natural numbers. 
For any n E o we write [n] for the set [n] = (1, . . . , n}, so, in particular, [0] = 0. We 
define a string Q of length tr on alphabet A as a mapprng CY :[n] + A. We write E 
to denote the empty string E : [0] -+ A. We also write F‘-I G : A + B as a shorthand 
for the functor F: B -+ .4 is a left adjoint fcr the functor G : A + B. 
ion. Given a set S define Set’, the category of S-sorted sets, to have, as 
functors from the discrete catego to Set, and to have, as morphisms, 
all the associated natural transformations. his in a less categorical 
fashion, the S-sorted set\ are 
S-sorted sets R, and 02, a morphism ?I from 0, to a2 is an S-indexed family of 
mappings, h = (h, : (L?,), + ML), 1 s E: S). 
e. - 
;;; 
finition. Let S be a set (of sorts), then by an S-sorred signature we mean an 
)-sorted set C E Sets*‘XS, that is, an (S* x S)-indexed family, C = 
(Z,, 1 w E S”, s E S), of sets. An element (T E z1,,*,, is said to be an operator symbol of 
r&: ( W, s), arity X, and sort s. An element of &, is sometimes called a corjstant 
ciperator qf sorr s. It is convenient to regard ;he sets E,,.,, as being pairwise oint. 
1.3. ndiarir km_ Let Y W.--P-W- .2..-- 25 be an S-sorted signature. Tb r&en a X-algebra A consists of an 
S-sorted set IAi = (A., 1 s E S) E ISet”I, together * with, i-m e-x3 ~7 = s c E s”, s E s, , . . . _,; 
and CE E,,.,,, a function 
cr,:A,,xA,,x. 9 ‘xA,,,+A,. 
The set A,, is called the carTier cf sort s, and the function q is called the c;peration 
of A named b_v CT. For (T E Z,,\ we have aA E A, (also written Q : + A,). We call 
(cq, 1 u E Z,,,} the set of named constants of A of sort s. 
Generally, for u’ = s,s2 . . . s,, E S*, we shall write A”’ to denote A,, x A,, x - - l x A ,,,. 
Let A and B be Z-algebras, then a 2Xzomomorphism 11: A + B is ‘a family of 
functions h = (II, : A, + B, 1 s E S) such that: 
If c E E,,, then h,( q,) = o-~. 
If U E -r,,._,, with w = s,sz . . . s,: z-Id (a,, . . . , a,,) c A”‘, then 
Given a signaturt- C, let Alg, denote the category whose class of objects is the class 
of all Z-algebras and whose mornhisms are the homomorphisms between the . 
Z-algebras. 
The above definition can be stated purely in terms of many-sorted sets and 
many-sorted mappings. First some notation. Given a set S, let 0 : Set’+ Set 
.s* 
such that for 0: S+Set, O(O) = fl* where, if M’ -s, . . . A-.,, then J?(w) = 
O(q) x ' l l ~fl(s,,), and, if h:R,+R,, II =(/I, :R,(.+O,(.Y)I.YE S), then 8(h)= 
h4’ = (( h*) .,,. : @(WV> + .@( w)l w E S”>, (II*),,. = k,, Y l . l Y h .,,,. Secondly, for each S- 
sorted ~2, let 
Se fj : (S:‘: x S) + set, (w7 S)45et(n*(w), 
Then, for any S-sorted signature C t ~&*xSS a S-algebra consists of an S-sorted 
set IAl : S-3 Set together with an (S* x S)-sorted 
ism from (IAl, A) to (1 
5 
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Deiinition. An object I in a category C is said to be initial if for everIT object 
A C there is exactly one morphism iA : I --) A. 
roposition. For any signature C the category, Alg, of all E-algebras has initial 
objects. Indeed? gwerr an S-sorttra srgnature 2, then o/pie cl{ the initiai objects ic the 
Z-algebra SW& such that, for each s E S, (&~t_ )c is the smallest se: of strings on the 
alphabet s ;-: lU1( E,t..,v 1 EV E S”, s E S) v (( , )) such that: 
(9 Iif 0 E X..k then the string cf t (9~~ + ) $. Where, as a string, o is the imapping 
2:[114, P+wr. 
(ii) If o E 25 ,,,_, F, whrre w = s, . . . s,, and tj E ($ni& )%,, for i = 1, . . . , n, then ;he string 
V(f,IZ D.. trr ) E (Jb2& Js. 
Finally, for any UE ZI,,.\., with w = s! . . _ TV, define 
. 
qyjn,t: (,aP2it,).T, x * ’ l x (A?&),,, + (Ad,),, (i,, . . * , t b+(T( t, . . . t,,) :: I
_fOr “rpaE’ ti t: (.9Zit, ),, , i = 1, . . . , n. 3&k!, is called the word algebra on 2. 
1 h. efinition. Let C be an S-sorted signature and let X =(X, 1s E S) be an S- 
indexed family of sets’(of variables) disjoint from all the Z,,+.. Define Z(X) to be 
the signature with 22(X)f,S = ZF,, u X, and, for w f E, t”(X),;,5 = C ,,... %. Let 9&t,,,, 
be the word algebra on E(X), then we can also view 9&4x,,Y ) as a Z-algebra, which 
we will -write as &Q(X), and call the E-algebra freely generated by X. More 
precisely, 9%~~ (X) is the Z-algebra, where the carrier ( %u, ( X)),T of sort s is the 
set of strings (J&t,,, !),%, and for u E C, .,,, w = s, . . . s,,, qFrpc&c) = u.~,,,~~~,~,; the 
differeirce between the two algebras is that the elements of X are-constant operators 
in L&zit~(_~), but only elements of the carrier in 2&,(X). 
The important property of such a free algebra is given by the following proposition. 
07. 
of 
hN: 
Let C and X be as abotie and let A be any Z-algebra, then ahyfawiIy 
h = (h, : X, + A, i s E S) extends uniquely to a homomorphism 
t another way, let Lk, the underlying set functor, be thefunctor 
hI-,(h,(.E S), 
7 
then Ux has a left .QdjOfiii Fx : ets + Alg, which tclkesX E ISetS to FL (X) = $feEE\.(X). 
lk; is, there exists a S-a mapping qs : X + U&YQQ(X)), such that for each 
25% algebra _A, and each S-ary mapping h : X + U (A), there is a unique homomorphism _ 
h”: %%~eJX)+ A such that Q(h”) 
roof. 3 f -‘- ,\ ~O~~t;&Y)) is, of course, the S-ary set of strings ((4~l’t\-(,~,)\ 1s~ S), Let 
qx : X + U,( 3%~~x(X)) be the S-ary mapping each x E X to the string x. Then h ti 
% completely determined since it mvst take G E Z,,,, to UA, and it must take xE X 
to h( ~1. The detailed proof proceeds by induction on the definition of %i&, Y,. q 
We next introduce the concepts of equationally defined clas\es of E-algebras, 
that is, loosely speaking, classes of algebras satisfying given set> of equations. We 
apply the above machinery to give a clean definition of equations and their saiis- 
faction. 
i.8. Defhitiow. A 2-eqrdation is a pair e = (L, I?) where L, R E (3% Pi), for some 
s. Let var(e) = var( L) u var( _R) (union as S-ird .,exed families) be the family of 
variables occurring in e. Let A be a Z-algebra and let e be a C-equation, then we 
say A satisficc 4 QT iIF = 0”‘( R) hr all L7ssignments 8 : var( e) -* lJl (A). If E is a 
set of’ 2 -equatio::s, then A satkfies E iff A sdsfies every e E E. 
1.9, DefiniQh. By an equational presentation (or just a presentation) we mean a 
triple P = (S, 2. E) where 2 is an S-sorted signature and E is a set of E-equations. 
Let P = (S, 2, &> be a presentation, then a E-algebra satisfying E is called a 
P-algebra, and the subcategory of Alg, consisting of all the P-algebras together 
with all the homomcrphisms between them, is denoted kllgp. When S is evident 
from context, we may IA/rite a presentation as a pair (2, E). 
1.10. Example. To help with the motivation for Section 3 we present a “classical” 
example of an equationally defined category of algebras, namely the category of 
rings (or, more precisely, the category of commutative rings wit units). A ring is 
a one-sorted algebra (i.e. S is a singleton set, S = {s}) with presentation = 
(S, 1, E) where 2 is the signature with 
&,,\ ={Q, I}, Y- CT,,,={-}, Al,, ={ -)-. +; 
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and E is the set of equations (written taking X = (a, b, c)): 
(a+b)+c=a+(b+c), 
a+0 =a, a+\---a)=O, a+b=bi a, 
a*(b+c)=(a*b)+(a*c), 
(a+b)*c= (a * c)+(b * c). 
1. le. We give a signature for the syntax of the primitive operations of a 
toy programming language. 
S = (MT, BOO 
&IN 1 =(O, 1,z ,... ), 
. 
hNT.INT.IN - = I+,*, --A 
Y- 
YH<X~L.lNi.lNT.INT = {If}. 
,surt) P Simvml’” 
u- 1~ can be presented pictorially as shown in Fig+ 1. Such a picture is 
metimes cal!ed a spaghetti and ,mea tball diagram. Let rim denote the presentation 
= (S, E, 0) with the above r denote the lniriai 
-algebra ~&t,,~,,,, and let 
“usual interpretation.’ of the G?erators and so 
denote the unique homomorphism from 
I 
Fig. 1. 
Declaring to be the “usual interpretation” of r, is somewhat vague, and it 
is meant to e so. The fact is, in computer scie the INTegers, that is, the 
interpretation of INT, have a very wide range of interpretations. This is, of course, 
a remit of the fact that e “INTeger type” built into a computer is some finite 
approximation of the mat matical integers, and most (though not ah) prog 
languages empioy the version of the INTegers, and the arithmetic operations, built 
into the computer on which they are i plemented. By not axiomatizing the arithmetic 
operations we provide a treatment that will work with any of these versions. 
2 _- ore 8 ras: from a categorical view 
As noted in the introduction, the aim of this chapter is to provide an introduction 
to universal algebra which also illustrates the use of simple categorical arguments. 
The proofs are somewhat sketchy, especially so when the arguments are iar 
set b rreoretic. 
o&ion. A hnmumorphism h : A 4 B in Alg, is a monomorphism if it is 
injective. l%at is, m : A + B is a monomorphism ifl&w each s E S, tltc mapping m, : A, -+ 
B, is injective 
roof. Clearly an injective homomorphism is a monomorphism. So let m : A+ B 
be a monomorphism in Alg,. Assume m is not injective. Then there must exist s E S, 
and a,, a+ A, .SUC!I that a, # a, but m,(a,) = ~,(a,). Let X be a S-ary set where 
X, contains a single element _Y, and X, = (/) for t # s. Let 
Ill, h+9m\(X)+A, 11, :x-a,. 
Now, nr( h,(x)) = m(q) = m(a,) = m(h&)), so m h, since, by Proposition 
1.7, they are completely determined by the image of x. But then, since m is a 
monomorphism, 11, = h2, a contradiction. Cl 
The above result holds as well for monomorphism between P-algebras, but to 
prove this we need the counterpart of Proposition 1.7 for P-algebras. 
2. E-algebras A and B define the pmduct of A and 
be the E-algebra with carrier 
)= U,iA)x l&(B) 
(the Cartesian product of ahe sets A and B), and such that, for any w = sI . . . s,, E S*, 
CJ E xv.s, (tai, W, . . . , (a,,, M) E e/, ( 
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Define the product projections to be 
and 
2.3. 
pA,+4XB+A9 (a, &?++a 
g,,,:AxB+ {a, &) + b. 
act. (pn3R : A X B + A, qA.R : A X B + B) is a categorkma/ product in 
nition. Let A and B he E-?!gebras* then we say that A is a subalgebm of 
B, if Uz (A) c_ & (B) and, for ellery a E &.\, and all d E A”‘, O,(G) = cr&i). It is 
easy to see then that the S-ary inclusion mapping given by the family L = 
(c., : A, + B, 1 s E S> of inclusion mappings is a morphism, indeed a monomot phism, 
in Alg,, This might suggest that the appropriate categorical generalization of 
subalgebra is monomorphism. This does not work since it produces too many 
“subalgebras”. The appropriate generalization is to view a subalgebra as an 
isomorphism ciass of subalgebras. This is, in fact, the appropriate categorical 
generalization for subobjects in any category (see [12]). 
ofinition. Let A be a Z-algebra, then by a congruence on A we mean a 
subalgebra Q G ,4 x A such that UL (Q) is an equivalence relation on A. 
2.6. roposition. Ler h : A + B in Alg,, and let (PA.A : A x A + A, q&pL : A x A + A) be 
the indicated product. l’kn h and h 0 qAA haoe an equalizer el, : QII -+ A x A, 
Myhich is a congruence opz A. 
p\. \ 
Q,, A A x A /Ah-B 
. Take Q,, to have, as carrier U,( Q,#), the S-ary set of all pairs (a,, a2) E 
U:(AxA) such that h(a,)= h(a,). Because p A,A and qA,A are projections, this is 
precisely the set of pairs (a,, a_,) such that 
PA.A~ 9 ad = h 
Let eh be th? inclmsim mapping of U2 (QI1) into UL (A x A j. q 
The congruence eII : Q,# + A x A defined in Props ,ition 2.6 for /r : A-, Is called 
the congruence induced by h. 
x A 6s a congruence on A, then there exists a Z-algebra 
ve ~~~~~~~~r~~~~s~ k, : such that k, is a 
e. 
Let the carrier, ) consist of the set of U, (Q)-equivalence c 
of &(A). Given O-EZ,,.,, and a-~ (A/Q)“; define 
equivalence class of o,(a) where Q is any element o 
follows from Q being a subalgebra of x A. Let k, be given by the mapping that 
takes each element of cl,( ) to it Q-equivalerlce class. III 
a. Let l? : A -9 in - A x A be the cot 
t e:Q+AxA be wn ccrngruence on A such tlr 
sense that there exists Q monomorphism m : Q + QI, where el, 
A/ Q be the ~?~rno~~~orp~~~.~~~~ induced by Q. en there exists a 
roof. Because e/, m = e., we have 
PA,.4 a e , w r?t - h 
Then, because gQ. Ilh + A/Q is a Coequalizer for IFA, 
there exists a uni ue&A/Q-+.Rsuch that gego=h. 
2.9. Proposition. Let h : A + B in Aig,. Then there exists a surj-mono factorization of 
h, that 3, there exists a Z-algebra D, a surjectire epimorphism e : A + D, and a 
monomorphism m : D + B such that m 
OO~. Let eh : Q,, + A x A be the congruence on A induced by h. Let 
let e : B + A/Q,, be the toe 
obtain a unique morphism 
ropositiow 2.7 shows that will be kjestive. Cl 
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(X is manic then cy is manic. 
roof. Let _t g be such that cy 0 f = CY g, then we must show that f = g. 
roposition. If is a Z-algebra alcld 3 is a subset 
a smallest subalgebra B E A such that 2 cz U2 ( B). 
manic implies .f - g as 
of UI (A) then there exists 
roof. Let L : 5X? + &(A) be the inclusion mapping given by the inclusion 3 C_ 
&.(A). Let (# : FL (.%I) + A be the unique homomorphism such that & (L*) * r;l.n = L. 
By Proposition f2.9, L # has a surj-mono factorization (e, m> 
L 
Now L is monk, but 
e 
* I \ 
/ 
A@) 
A n’ 
UE( e j Q qp, is also manic, which, by Lemma 2.10, implies 
&(el e T.~: 93 + &(A(a)) is manic, i.e. 33 c &(A(%I)). 
To see that A@) is the least subalgebra of A containing 3, let us assume k : C + A 
is a subalgebra of A, and that j: 8 + UL (C) is manic in Sets such that &(k) 
i.e. .%I E U,(C) E IL&( A). Then what we wish to show is that A( 33) is a subalgebra 
of c. 
Note first that 
implying that k @ j# = L #. 
By construction, e : Fv( 3) + A(%) is a coequalizer; let it be the coequaker of cy 
and p. Then we nave 
But then k manic implies j” /3 so, since e is a coequalizer for a and p, 
there exists a unique t2 : A( 93) + c’ such that h e = j". Then k 0 h 
SO e epic yields k h = m, which, by Lemma 2 0, iTplies h :A(3 0 
on A. Then there 
to ‘9. 
Let 2 = ( qi : Q, + A x A 1 iE i) be a nonempty family of congruences 
exists a congruerwe on denoted n 9, such that &I2 (n 2 ) = 
Equivalently, n 9 is the limit o/the evident diagrun? c*orres~onding 
Algebras, ps(vnomials and programs 
G Ul (A X A), then there exists a 
A such thar RC U,(Q(R)). 
13 
[east congruence Q(R) on 
Let S! be the set of all congruences Q A such that R 5 U, (Q). 22 is 
nonempty since 1 AX A :AxA+AxA is in 2. c clearly then n 3? is the least 
congruence Q on A such that R E U2( Q). cl 
2. Son. Let P = (S, C, E) be a presentation, and let YE 1 
E-relation for Y to be the set of pd G=s 
R(E, Y)={(B#(e,), O#(e,))le=(e,,e& E,and 6:var(e)+ Ux(Fl( Y))). 
.I§. Proposition. Let D = (S, 2, E) be a presentation. Given P P-algebra A let 
&A : FL ( &(A)) -j A be the unique morphism given by the adjunction ?f Proposition 
1.7 such that U,(F+,j q[l>(/r) = 1 [,,(A,- Dejne QA to be the congruence on FL ( Ul ( A) ) 
indrzd by ICA~ Then As Fz( U,(A))/Q,, and R( E, U,(A))s ULCQA). 
rod. From the fact that &(&A) v?L/>( A) = iL,LfA, in Set”, it follows that &A is 
surjective. By Proposition 2.9 we have a factorization m e of E~ through 
F,(~&WIA A with rn injective. But zA surjective then implies m surjective, and 
so HI is bijective, i.e. m : A z FL ( lJL(A))/QA. That R( E, U,(A)) E Ul (QA), follows 
from the definition of satisfaction, Definition 1.8. 0 
reposition. Let P = (S, Z, E) be a presentation. Let U,, : Alg, + Sets be the 
restriction of Ul to A1gp. Then Up has a left adjoint Fp : Set” + Alg,. That is, for 
each YE iSetS there exists a P-algebra Fp( Y), and a mapping q1 : U,,( F,,( Y)) such 
that, for each ),)-algebra A, and each mapping f: Y + Up, there is a unique 
homomorphism f: Fp + A wclh that UJ -7) 0 qy = f 
u,(A) A 
roof. By Proposition 1.7 there exists a free Z-algebra, & ( Y), generated by Y, so, 
particular, there exists a mapping jjy : Y + UA ( Fl( Y)) such that for each X- 
algebra (and thus for each P-algebra) A, and mapping _f: Y + 
unique Zhomomorphism _.?: FE ( Y) + A such that Ux (1) 
be the E-relation for Y, and let QE be the smallest congruence on Fx ( Y) containing 
(E, Y) as given by Proposition 2.15. Then, by 
ce on I;;( Y) ind 
Y) c r/, (Q(f)). 
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f -:(qY)/Q(E))+A k =.f It is easily checkd then that the desired 
result follows by taking IF& Y) = Fz( Y)/ Q( E), vy = k 0 ~0). 
y % U,(k) 
-_ Ux(FE( Y)) - Ux(&( YKW)) 
i I/ .I 
A cl 
E) be a presentation, Let X,, X,E ISePI, and let Li : Xi + emna. Let P = (S, 2, I ’ 
X, + X2, i = 1,2, be a coproduct in 
Fp(Lj): FpCXi)+ Fp(X,+X,) 
is a coproduct in Alg,. 
immediate consequence of the fact that left adjoints prese:;v< 
g, has coproducts. 
roof. Let A,, A+1 Igpl. Then, by Proposition 2.15, for i = 1,2, there exists a 
congruence Qi on F,,f Up(Ai)), and a corresponding regular epimorphism 
qi : Fp( Up(A;)) + Ai G Fp( Up(Ai))/Qi. By Lemma 2.17, we have a coproduct. 
where 6.: Up(Ai)+ Up(A,)+ Up(Az) is the indicated coproduct injection in Set*‘. 
Let Q be the smallest congruence on Fp( Up(A,)+ Up(A,)) SUCSI that U,(Q) “con- 
tains” Up(Qi), i = I, 2, in the sense that if (qil, qiz)E Up( Qi) th[z2 (bi(qil)v l;(qi,))E 
cl,(Q). Let y be the rnduced homomorphism 
Clearly then, U,,( 8;) is contained in the congruence on Fp( Up(A,)) induced 
Lie But then, by Lemma 2.8, here exists a unique K, : Ai + 
Fp( &(A,)+ Up(A,))/Q, i= 1,2, such that K, 
We claim that the desired coproduct is 
n we must show t at there exists a 
K, =*f,, i = I, 2. 
.Ngehras, po!womial.s and programs 15 
q;: F,>( U,(A,))+ B, i = I, 2, it follows from Lemma 2.17, that there 
exists a unique h : FP( &,(A,) + U,(A)) + B such that 
But this implies that Q(h), the congruence induced by h, contains Up( Qi), i = I, 2 
(i.e. its image under hi), and SO, by Lemma 2.8, there exists a uniyue 6: FP( U,( A ,) + 
&(A,)) + B such that K 0 y = h. But then 
&c since qi is an epimorphism. 
Now taking f = 6 wil9. give the desired result pc’suk!i:rg it k ;Inique. So assume 
i) + iJ&I,))/Q + B such that g , =A, i = 1,2. Then g 
y 6 Fp(bi)y implying y = h, which, in :urn, implies g = i 
(cf. Fig. 2). Cl i 
Fig. 2. 
You are undoubtably familiar with the idea of a polynomk! its qomething of the 
form 
o,,.di -;- Lz,, $crJ ’ ! -!- I;;‘.Y + fl(!. 
any of you are also familiar with the somewhat more abstract notion of a 
polynomial over a ring. In the rest of this 
e generalization of these ideas t 
ation is “we88 known”, and, indeed, w 
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construction of what are ca?ied Kleisli categories (see [12]). What we have tried to 
do here is present this material in a way that facilitates its computer science 
application. 
3.1. ~~~~~~~~~~. Let P = {S_ & E) bs: a presentation, and let I$ --I Wr : hh 
in proposition 2.16. Given A E 1 Ig& and A’ E ISet’i, define A[X], the algebra 
of polynomials in X ouer A, to be the P-algebra ,4 +- Fp( X). Define the S-sorted set 
of polynomials in X over A to be U,(A[X]). 
While it may not be immediately obvious, the familiar polynomials are just a 
special case of this definition. Tk familiar canonical form of polynoztials over a 
ring is a reflection of the associative, commutative, 2nd distributive laws for rings. 
Most of the cases of polynomials of computer science interest do not enjoy such 
nice canonical forms. 
Before giving an example we note the following simple result. 
3.2. Fact. Let P = (S, 2, E) be a presentation, and let X E ]Set”l, then 
Applying these id e?c to the presentation Prim yields a simple computer science 
example. 
xamgle. Let Prim be the presentation given in Example 1.11, with S = 
(NAT, BOOL}, and let N and B be disjoint sets (of identifiers). Let X E ISets with 
X NAT= N, XBooL= B. Then $gitr+im[X] = 9*eep,i,(X) is the (S-sorted) set of arith- 
metic and boolean expressions in the operations from C and indicated identifiers. 
Proposition 1.7 tells us how to evaluate the arithmetic and boolean expressions 
given values for the identifiers. The same idea is easily extended to polynomials 
over any P-algebra. 
nition. Let P = (S, 2: E) be a presentation, A a P-algebra, and X E ISetSI. 
Ig, +SetS be the underlying set functor for P-algebras. Then for any 
P-algebra B, any P-homomorphism h : A -+ B, and s E S, we have that 
: A[X], x Set”(X, Up( Bjj + U,(B),, 
)+ is t nique 
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= f, and [h, f “1 is the indicated coproduct mediator 
KA.t ,,(S, 
> 
We can generalize the above in a simple, but very useful, manner. First a definition. 
3.5. nition. Let P be a presentation and let A be a P-algebra. Let X, YE 1 
then by a Y-tuple of polynomial in A over X we mean an S-sorted mapping 
(Y : Y+ U,(A[X]). 
3.6. nithn. Let P = (S, Z, E) be a presentation, A a P-algebra, and let X, YE 
ISet’]. Then for any P-algebra B, any P-homomorphism h : A + B, and s E S, we have 
eval X,y,h:Sets(X+ &(A[ Y]))xSetS( Y, Up(B))+SetS(X+ UP(B)), 
kf )wLf “I 
A special case of the above that is of special interest is when we take B = A[Z] 
for some Z E ISetSI, and take h = KA,F~~z). In this case, it is quite reasonable to call 
the operation su st (for substitution) rather than as eval (for evaluation). In the 
case that A is a word algebra the operation gives exactly the substitution of terms 
in 2 for the variables in Y, i.e. we simultaneously substitutef(y) for y in each term 
a(x). The precise definition is as follows. 
ehnition. Given P = (S, z, E), X, Y, Z E ISet’I, and A E Ig,, define an 
X-tuple of polynomials in Y over A, to be an element of Set”(X, &(A[ Y])). Then 
define generd sub ;titution in X, Y, Z over A to be the operation 
substx,y :Sets(X, &(A[ Y])) x §ets( Y, U,(A[Z])) + SetsiX, &[A[Z])) 
such that, for f: X --$ WAlI W, and g: Y+ U,PWIL 
suwf, 9) = (u,(L 
Or, putting it the other way around, subst(J g) is the unique morphism from X to 
Up(A[i;]) such that subst(f, g)# =[KA,F,,(Z), g”] 8 f # 
KA.tp,,.i kq 
Fp(x)_& A[ yl [KA.lP(/)~ R*J -A[Z] 
~A.~~~~y)/c 
One advantage ofsuch an abstract difinitio cm is that it is in 
of any particula- icprcsentation of terms, an les us to nrov:: 
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properties of substitution in a representation independ.ent manner. But, perhaps 
even more important, the proofs are very perspicuous. Here are some significant 
examples of proofs of properties of general substntution that will play an important 
role in the rest of our development. 
3.8, Notation. From here on we shall abbreviate K~,~,,( x ) and hA.F,,(,Y, respectively, 
to Kox and & respectively. 
The substitution operation, subst, is associative. That is, gwen 
W,X, Y,Z E ISet”l, and ..!‘I W+ &(A[X]),g:X-, &(A[Y]),andh: Y+ U,B(A[Z]), 
then 
subst(subst(J g), h ’ = subst(A subst( g, h )). 
Proof. Because F,) -I U_,,, it suffices to show that 
subst(subst(f, g), h)” = subst(J subst(g, h))“. 
That may be done as follows: 
subst(subst(f, g), h)* = [ Kz, h”‘] e sabst(.t” g)* = [Kz, h”] 0 [Ky, g”] @fP 
= IIrKr, h”1 
= [Kz, [Kz, h”] . g”] .j-+ = [KJ, subst(g, h)*j O.f # 
= subst(f, subst(g, Ir ))“. 
3.10. osition. Let X E l§et”(, and let id, = U,Jhs ) * qs : X + U,,(A[X]) (or, 
equivalently, let (i& )” = ,\,\ ). 
x v’ \ - &W&U) FPW 
11 
I 
lI,,(A,) 
id, I A% 
o,(ACXll 4x1 
Then id Y is the identity on 
Y- tuple of polynoun 
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Proof. Again, because of the adjunction F---I LJ, it suffices to show that 
st(a, ids )* = Q# and subst(idS, /3)” = /3#. 
But this is easily seen as follows: 
subst(a, id/ - [Ksx5 (id,)“] cY# = [Kx, A,] . Lye = d. 
While, on the other hand, 
The associativity of subst together with the existence of identities shows that for 
any collection 9’ of S-sorted sets and any P-algebra A, we can form a category “of 
polynomials” in which the morphisms from X to Y are Y-tuples (i.e. Y-index sets) 
of polynomials in X over A. 
3.111. &finitiou. Let 9 be an S-ary subset of ISet-$1, then we define PolyA_:, the 
category ofpolynomials in A and 9, with IPoly.,,, I= 9’ and for X, Y E 9, 
consists of all triples 
cy -(X, 6: Y+ U,(A[X]), Y). 
Note that (Y :X + Y, but 6, the underlying tuple of polynomials, is a mapping 
CI; : Y -+ &(A[X]). Given C-Y E Poly,,,,(X, Y) and p E oIyA,,,( Y, Z), we define their 
composite, p 0 a c Poly,,,,:, (X, Z) to be the triple 
P 0 a = (A, subst( a, p), Y). 
Given X E SF, define the identity on X to be the triple, 
1X =(X, ?dx’s X) 
where idy = &(A:\) 8 qx :X + U,(A[X]), as in Proposition 3.10. 
pie. Let I be a set of integer identifiers and let B be a set of boolean 
identifiers. Let S = (INT, BOOL} and let 9’ be the S-sorted set Id with Id( IN 
OL) = B. Let Prim e presentation given in Exampie 1 .l 1, let 
rim-algebra and let r be the “usual interpretation” for 
Id-tuple of polynomials Q in oIyFPs.:I associates an arithmetic expression with each 
integer identifier in !, and ates a boolean expression with each boolean 
identifier in B. Thus, syntactically, each such Id-tuple looks like simultaneous 
assignment statement. This is not a meaningless coincidence. The intuitive semantics 
of such a simultaneous assignment is that it is a state-to-state transformation, where 
a state is an assignment of values to identifiers. In particular, given a sta 
ltaneous assignment, the desired transformation results from r 
ach idcn&er by the value of the corresponding expression e 
ers in the given state. 
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follows. Define a state as an S-sorted mapping 0: Id =+ &rim1 r[Id]). ?‘he desired 
semantics for the elements of with respect to the in?erpretation In : IF 
is exactly that given by 
r[Id])) + SetS(Id, &(Zn)). 
finite products. 
ct. For any set S, Set” 
(X, + Y, [ s E S, + as in Set), 
coproduct injections. 
3.14. Proposition. Let 9 be an 
and Y in 9 and coproduct 
(Kx.CX+X+ Y, Ax, 
If we choose 3’ so that it is closed under fink coproducts, then iy,,, will have 
has zoproducts, indeed if X, Y E (S&l, then YC + Y = 
that is, (X + Y), = X5 + Ys, and simiiarly with the 
S-ary subset of ISetSI. Then, for any two S-ary sets X 
y: Y-,X-k Y) 
in Sets, we have a product object X x Y in 01y~,!~, where X x Y = A[X + Y] and 
we have product projections 
p,,.:Xx Y+X and qx.+Xi< Y-+ Y 
in 01y~,.(~, where 
(Px.v)# = hx+1* F&X,y) and ofj~,~)” = 
Fpcx:YspY& 
Fr(X+ Y)- 
F (y)F*2 
P 
Ax+ Y ’ FPQX.. )- 
A[X+ Y] 
In particular, ifa, : X + 2 and /3 : k- + Z in y&Y, then the desired mediating morphism 
oly,,,( Z, X x Y) is given by7 the morphism h such that h# = IG”, p”]. 
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Proof. Since Fp --I l-/F : Al ‘, and left adjoints preserve colimits, it follows that 
FP preserves coproducts and thus that 
mJ(Kx. k ): F,a(Xb-+ Fp(A-+ I’), f-‘p(hx.y):Fp(Y)-+Fp(X+ Y)) 
is a coproduct in ACg,. 
By definition, px,v 0 (a, ,8) = s (Px.v, (a, P) -h But, 
= [Kz, b”, p”ll 
so Fx,v Oh P)= Q as required. .4 similar argument yields qx, \, 0 ((Y, p) = p. The 
uniqueness of (m, /3) is easily shown. 0 
4. Lawvere algebraic theories 
For this part of the paper it will be convenient to restrict our choice of 3% ISetS 
to a case wkrc; the S--T. y--cI,xy set 9 is indexed, in a natural way, by the set, S*, of 
strings on S. Part of the “naturalness” arises from S* forming the set of objects of 
a category Strs with coproducts corresponding to the concatenation of strings. The 
use of Strs provides a convenient notation, and reflects some of the important 
underlying mathematical structure. 
4.1. efinition. Given a set S, let S*, the set of strings on S, be the set of all mappings 
w : [n ] --, S, n E W. A string u : [n] + S Zs said to be of /en@ n. Let E : [O] + S denote 
the unique mapping from [O] to S; E is called the empty string. 
4.2. Example. We form a category Strs with objects IStr,l = S*, where for w, u E 
(Strsl, with w : [n] + S, and u : [p] + S, a string morphism f: w -+ tc’ is a mapping 
f:[n]+[p] such that u f = w, i.e. such that the following diagram commutes: 
n LEPI 
I<&/ W u 
S 
s has coproducts. n particular, given 
ion i,, : Mi + ‘J is the 
so the .~a~i~y (i,, 
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Given S. let Strs be the cdtegocy of strings .;n S Define p : Strs + Sets to be the 
functor such that, for each ti = U, . . . u,, E IStr,l 
p(u)=(p(u), = :x:‘liE[n], ui=S}lsES) 
and such that for each f: ts + u 
P~f)=(P(f).,:P(u).~-,P(u),Is~ s> 
where, if X: E p(u), then (p( u),)(x:() = xi,;, . 
4.4. Fact. The functor p :Strs +SetS preserves coproducts. Thus, by essentially the 
same argue -nt as in Proposition 3.14, we see that each coproduct injection i,, : Ui + u 
in Strs induces a product projec?ion, X :’ : A[ u] + A[lUi] in Mgr,,,, , where 9 - IStr,I. 
roof. From the above we know that the family (i,, : ui + u 1 i E [n]) is a coproduct 
for u = u, . . . U, E iStr,l. NOW p(Ui) = (x~~}, and p(u) = {x;‘, xy, .. . , xi:}, and, for 
each i+z] 
p( i,,) : {x;‘l} + {xy , . . . , x:;}, xl’v+Xy, 
from which the desired result follows by i:lspection. Cl 
4.5. Notation. Taking advantage of the above defined functor, p, we will restrict 
our attention to polynomials over IStr,l. For all v E S” we will generally abbreviate 
p(u) to u in expressions, so, for example, we will write A[u] for A[p( u)], A[u + U] 
for A[P(u)+P(~~, 60) for F,(P(~), K, for K~(“), etc. 
From here on we will assume that P = (S, 2, E) is a fixed presentation, that A is 
a fixed P-algebra, and that Y = IStr,l = S”. We shall write Poly I for the category 
of polynomials 
Let q\‘ denote the unit of the adjunction FE i Ux : Alg, + Set’, and let q ’ denote 
the unit of the adjunction Fp i Up : Alg, + 
For v E S* let r, denote the unique homomorphism 
7,: F,(v)+(A+ F&J)) 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
f we define F, as in Deli ion 1.6 then U, ( F2 (v)) is an S-ary set of terms 
written in the signature .Z( u). e can tuples of such terms to represent certain 
morphisms in f 0 =x, . . . u,,, i.3 w- w, . . . WpE en a mor~~~srn 
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can be written as a p-tuple of terms 
(a(xf’), Lvtxg,. . . ,0(x;)) 
and then regarded as representing the morphism ii: in P01y.~( L,, M.‘) such that 
Ly:p(w)+ Up(A+Fp(v)), x;++ TJck!(X~)). 
Using this notation we see immediately that for w as above, 
(XY’ ’ \I’ , x; , . . . x, ): w+ w 
is the identity on w, and the family 
((xl”): w + wi 1 i = 1, . . . , p) 
is a product (see Proposition 4.4 above). 
Thn above remarks should provide so~ne motivation for the following definition 
of an S-sorted algebraic theory. 
4.6. Definition. Let S be a set, then an S-sorted algebraic theory is an S* x’ S*-sorted 
algebra with 
Carriers: T( u, v), u, v E S*, and 
Operations : 
(a) x:lET(u,u,),foreachu=u,...u,,ES*andi,l<i~q 
(b) 01, 1. \I , , . : T( u, t*) X T( v, w) + T( u, w), for all u, u, NJ E S”, 
(c) (5. ..A,*,: T(v, u,)x* ~~XT(v,u,,)+T(v,u),forall vES*and u=+..M,,E 
s*. 
Axioms: 
- a!,,) = a;(a; E (v, u,), 1 s i s n), 
1’ PA4.L. = P (P E T(v* u)), 
YE W, w)), 
(4.6.5; Let l,, = {xl’, xy, . . . , xf:},,.,, E T(u, u), u E [%,,,,,, p = p for all 
PE Vu, 4, and Y 1 II.1I.H’ IJ - - y for all y E 
Elements of T( u, t’) are called morphisms with source u and farget v. TPPz operations 
xi’ are often called diyringuished morphisms, the opera:3cjns bl,,C.,,. are called compo.qi- 
tion operations, the operations {, . . . ,},,,,. are called fupling operations. Operations 
j : te --a w built up by tupling distinguished morphisms are called ha-ye morphism.% 
When there is no z&i~&y we write “a” rather than “ ,,,L:,,.“, and “{, . . . J” rather 
than “{, . . . J,,.L,“. 
f S is a singleton set, then we say that is a I-sorrecb algebraic theory, a 
identify the elements of S* with the natural num ers, i.e. where S = H, w 
II for .P. 
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Let P; and T2 by S-sorted algebraic theories, then by an S-sorted theory morphism 
H:T,+T,, we mean an (S* x S*)-indexed family of mappings If = 
(k& T,(u, u)+ &(te, ~)jti, v~L*j’~) such that 
(1) for each u = U, . . . U, E S’ and i E [n], 
H4.*,,w = xY; 
(2) if a:M+qandp:w+u then 
(3) if aj:U+Vj, i=l 9-*-Y n, then 
Let Ths denote the category whose objects are the S-sorted theories and whose 
morphisms are the S-sorted theory morphisms. We call Ths the category of 
theories. t 
.‘X Theorem. oly, is on S-sorted algebraic theory in the specific sense that there 
exists an S-sorted algebraic theory TA with composition 
(1) TA(~,v)==P~IyA(u,~jforaliu,v~S”, 
(2) ifaETA(u,u) andpET(v,w) thzn/3ecr=/3oo; 
(3) ifu:[n]+Sand oiE T*(u(i), v) for each i~(n}, then we de,Jine {cy,,..., a,,> 
in TA to be the morphism (a,, . . . , a,,) from PolyA; 
(4) g iven u=u,... u, E S* and i E [n], we define the distinguished morphism x:’ E 
TA( U, ui) to be the product projection in PolyA( u, ui) cxresponding to the coproduct 
injection i,, : ?Ji + u in SQF~ (see above). 
roof. This is a straightforward matter of showing that the axioms given in Definition 
4.6 are satisfied. Cl 
efinition. Let T be an S-sorted algebraic theory Define a T-algebra to be a 
t preserving functor .& : T + §et. It will simplify our development to assume 
that products are preserved canonically in the sense that if w = wl . . . w, E S* then 
&qw)=&qw,)x* l x d( w,) using a fixed notion of n-ary Cartesian product for all 
algebras. This eliminates having to deal, in the following proofs, with r-algebras 
which are isomorphic, but distinct, yet really only differ in the choice of products. 
Given two algebras s& and B then a T-homomorphism h : d + .% ES a natural 
transformation from & to 9. 
ny algebraic theory T, let T denote the category with a+kis as Ajects 
omomorphisms as morphisms. 
Let A be an S-sorted C-algebra and let oly, be the corresponding algebraic 
hen define 8 to be t s * x s 
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where, for G E C ,,., \, w = M’, . . . IV,.,, we have 
using the notational conventions given in Notation 4.5, co that (a(_~;” - 9 . xi’)> is 
the map (xi} to A[w], taking xi to the indicated element of A[ w]. 
roposition. Let A be a algebra. Then every 
sense that there is an embedding of the cat r,, of &-algebras into the category 
Alg, of P-algebras given as follows. If & : + Set is a &-algebra then ~4 inducts an 
S-algebra, denoted A, where A, = d(s) for every s E S, and oA = &( 6(o)) = 
&((o(x;. . . XT))). Furthermore, if .s&‘. 93 : iTpi --> §et are T,\-algebras, and h : a!’ + 3 is 
a T,-homomorphism (i.e. a natural transformation between the two functors), then 
the family 
h = (h\ : A, --) B, 1 s E S> 
with h, being the s-component h, : d(s) + a(s) oJr the natural transformation, is the 
corresponding P-homomorphism. 
roof. Since (o(xl”. . . olyA( w, s), and ti preserves products canonically, it 
fOhOWs that GA = .r&((Cr(Xll’ . . . X;))): d,,., X - l l x A,,.,& + A,, and so A is a Z-algebra. 
It remains to show that A is a P-algebra, i.e. that it satisfies E. So, let e = (L, R) E E, 
where, say, L, R c ( 9hL ( w)), for some s E S and some w E S? It is no loss of 
generality to assume that var( e) = p(w). We must show, for each S-ary mapping 
f:o(w)+&(A), that f#(L)=f”(R) where f”:F,(w)+A is t 
homomorphism such that UL (f “) Q (q’ ),, =.fi Now, since A + FJ w) is 
we already know that T,,.(R) = q,.(L) (T,,. as in Notation 4.5). Thus it will suffice to 
show that, where we define 
.fz(t) = (~(M))(f(Xk’), - f - ,.r<q, 
foreachtEU\~F\(W)),that~isf’.Now,forsnyu’=w,...~;,ES*andiE[PI, 
j(C) = (~(7,.(t))(f(Xr’), * - * A$N 
= (Cq(x)“)))(.f(x;‘):. . . , f<xF)> 
=j‘( xr’) 
since (x)“): w -3 w, is a product projection and ,cQ preserves products. Thus 
& (1) e (q’),,. =.f It remains then to show that .p is a homomorphism, i.e. that if 
GE C *,., and t,, . . . , t,, E Lk( F,(w)), tklen ?(a( t, . . . t,,)) = q,(.T(t,), . . . ,.ht,,b But 
h(fl l - l 1,)) = .d(((T(t, * . * tJ))(.f(x;“), - * * ,.nq> 
= d((a(xl’ . . . x::,> @ (t,, . . . , t,,))(.f’(-r;“), . . . ,fbj: )) 
= (d((dxl . . . x::!)) &B (.d((t,, . . . , t,,,)) \ (.f(xI”), * * - ,.f( q) 
= a/&m,), -. ‘, 4t,,))(f(x3, * * * A-$3) 
=o,&qt,)(.f(x;‘), . . . ..f(x~'))......cil(t,,)(f(xll'),. * d(q)) 
SO .f is a homomorphism, and, by the uniqueness of,f”, we ave .t?=.f”‘. q 
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Let C be a category with small horn sets (i.e. C( X, Y) is always 
a set), let G : C + Set be a ftinctoq let X E ICI, and let Nat( C( X,_), G) denote rhe 
set of natural transformations from the horn-functor C(X,_) to G. Then there is a 
bijection 
cp:Mat(C(X,_), G)=G(X), r7++77X(lX)* 
generated by p(w). 
be an algebraic theory. Then the horn-funct?r T(E,_) is an 
the horn-functor ( w,-) is the T-algebra freely 
roof. Let d : T-Set be any T-algebra. By Yoneda’s Lemma Fdat( T( E,_;, d) = 
d(c). But &(E) is necessarily a singleton set and so there is exactly one ‘T- 
homomorphism from T( E._) to SQ. But that is exactly the definition of T( E,_ j being 
initial. 
Let w = w, . . . wp. By Yoneda’s Lemma, we have 4: Nat( T@,_), .Q/) = 
d(w) = -pP( wl) x l l l x d( wp), where, if h: a(~,_)+&, then &II)= h,,.(1,,.)= 
(h(x;), . e., h(xX’)), i.e. Cr is completely determined by its values on p(w). El 
2. Prapssition. Let A be a Z-algebra, and let TA be the algebraic theory correspond- 
oly,, then A is an initial T,-algebra. 
roof. By definition, Poly( E,_)( s) = Poly( c, s) = Sets({x;), Up( A+ Fp( E))). But A+ 
F&) = A, so Sets({x;}, &(A+ F,(e))) = A,. Now given TE 2, ,,,,, u = U, . . . u,,, and 
(a,, . . . , a,,) E A,,, x l l - x A ,,,,, we see that 
obkW)(a,, . . . , a,,) = (a,, . . . , a,Jp 
a(x;‘...x;) 
64s) - A= A+ F&E) 
n 
be an S-sorted algebraic thvry. Define c/ : d 
hat for each .!zI E fABgTI, ( U(&))(s) = .&(s), and for each 
homomorphism, h : d + %I, ( U(h)), = h,. We can show that kl has a left adjoint 
F taking each S-ary set X to T-algebra freely generated by X. We will 
omit the proof, but note that by 1, F call be chosen so that for ~7 E $*, 
w= 
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rod. Let be an S-sorted theory, and let v = v, . . . u,,, w = w, . . . wP E S*. Then 
oIy,,,_,(v, w) = Set’(p( w), U( T( E,_) + F(v))) definition of 
= S&d 4, u( T(v,-))) Proposition 4. I 1 and 
Definition 4.13 
Definition 4.6 
It is then straightforward to show that the composition in 
same. Cl 
yT( F,_) and T are the 
5. Some simple programming languages as polynomial categories 
Al=&raic theories have been used for a number of purposes in theoretical 
computer science. The area of greatest use has probably been in the study of iteration, 
that is, in the mathematical treatment of programming languages involving iteration 
or recursion. See [6,16,7] for the historic origins of various approaches, see [ 141 
for a motivational summary. Most of the work on iteration uses theories with 
additional structure, such as an order relation on the horn-sets, or an iteration 
operation with appropriate axioms. The theories of iteration do not make use of 
the algebras associated with the theories, but where both theories and their algebras 
are used in various approaches to data type specification (see [15,3,4]). In this 
paper we restrict our attention to some simple examples drawn from the theory of 
iteration. In particular, we give a treatment of flowcharts, followed by a briefer 
treatment of ;,>~:n~dic recursion schemes. Both examples make use of an algebraic 
theory Flow,, wh_ch czn be presented without introducing the additional structure 
developed in the above references. 
5.1. Notation. A presentation = (S, 2, E) is said to be I-sorred if S has just one 
element. It is convenient then to identify S* with w = (0, 1,2, . . .>, the set of natural 
numbers, and to index C by o rather than by S* x S, so C = (Ya,, 1n E co). 
Similarly, a 1-sortsal algebrtzic theory is an S-sorted algebraic theory where S has 
just one element. ‘ln general we will use o x w to index the horn sets of a l-sorted 
algebraic theory. 
Let 2 be the l_sor+.-A ‘% -7Lt--;. 
_‘c’& s:g:zisc_is1 c ‘LS’ILIY Ase() Gel, k = (I ). and with C,, = 8 for 
the initial E-algebra, so A has carrier (I}, and no operations other 
than the constant _L. Now take a non-empty set X, and let Y = {X x {n)! E E (u) 2 
Consider the polynomial category 
IynJ X x [n], X x [ p]) is a mappi 
x [ rr]) is just the E-algebra wit 
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and, since A is the initial Z-algebra, A + Fx (/Y x [n J) = FE (X x [n]) ~0 p~ly,,!~ (X x 
[n], X x [ p]) can be identified with the set of all mappings X x [ p] + {I} u (X x [ p]). 
Given a morphism J; we shall write $ for the corresponding mapping. Next, given 
Q~Y,A.:, (X x bl, A- x CpJJ and g E (X X [p], X x [q]), their compz4te is 
given by the mapping 6: X x [q] + {I} u (X x [n]) such that 
mx, 9)= 1 JWx, 9)) if g((x, i)) # 1: 1 if g((x, i)) = _I_. 
Thus these mappings f: X x [n] * {I} u (X x [p]) are pointed functions, i.e. they 
preserve the point L, and, as such, can also be identified with the partial functions 
from X x [n]*X x [p]. 
Define Flow, to be the category with 1 Iow,~ I= cr), with Flsws (n, p) = 
PolyA,:,(X x [n], X x [p]), and with composition as in 
5.3. Fact. Given the category F~ow,~ as above, then for each n E o and each i E [n], 
lowx (n, 1) to be the morphism given by the mapping 
$?Xx[l]+Xx[n], (x, 1)4x, i> 
and give-n p morphisms J E Flow( n, I), i = 1, . . . , p, where J is given by a mapping 
~rX~[l]+.Jlrx[~~], define cfi,...&: n + p to be the morphism in Flwv-,- (8, p) 
given by the mapping 
h:Xx[p]+{~}u(Xx[n]), (4 +-4%x, 1)). 
IOWA equipped with these adA:+‘--- ucllvr‘al operations is a l-sorted algebraic theory. 
It is convenient to generalize the tupling operation as follows: given f: n + p and 
g:n+q in low, then the result, 12 = {f, g} : n + p q, of tupling them together, is 
given by 6, where 
jq(x, i)) = f ((xv 9) 
{- 
if i<p, 
g((X, i-p)) if i>p. 
There is an easy way to introduce an order structure on the morphisms of i;lowx, 
and this ordering cooperates nicely with the operations of the theory. 
5.4 Fact. Let X be any non-empty set, and for each n, p E w let s n,p be the ordering 
~PWX ( p, ;I) such that for CY~ E F~ow_~ ( p, ti ), i = 1,2, with ai given by dJi : X >( [E] + 
(Xx[p]>, then CV,SCU 2 if for all (x, j) E X X [n], &((x, j)) f l_ implies 
G&x, j>) = E,(Cx, j)). l%en composition and tupling a 2 monotonic with rzstiect XRI S, 
that is7 
(1) q-q, P,: low,(n,p) and CQ, p+ lowx(p,q) with ai<p,, i=1,2, then 
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Furthermore, if (ai : n + p 1 i E w) is an w-chain with respect to S, i.e. if CY; s ai+, $_w 
all i E cc), then (a, : n + p 1 i E w) has a least upper bound u (q : n + p 1 i E w). Lastly, 
composition is left continuc’ns, i.e. for any w-chain (ai : n + p 1 i E o> and any morphism 
B: P + r”, 
Q!i:n+lj]iEO)=j3 U(ai:n+pIiEO). 
and tupling is continuous, i.e. for any two w-chains (ai : ~13 p 1 i E W) and (Pi : r-~ + q 1 i E 
~0), we have 
U ({ai, pi} 1 i E W) = CU tai I i E @>, Ll (pi I i E m))* 
We can interpret in a natural way as a theor_v offlowcharts. Think of 
“the set of states”. Then each element ey of FIowx( n, p) can be interpreted as a 
black-box with p input channels and n output channels (note the reversal of n and 
p) such that, when we enter the ith input channel in state x, and G((x, i)) = (y, J} E 
X x [jr j, then we exit the block in state y on the jth output channel, while if 
E((x, i)) = I then we say that the output is undefined. We can picture this as shown 
in Fig. 3(a). In particular, we can view a morphism in Flow, ( 1,1) as a one-input, 
in1 
in2 
. 
F(<x,l >I F 
Fig. 3. 
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one-output black box (Fig. 3(b)) and, more important, and more interesting, given 
a predicate P on X, we can construct a morphism p E FIow(2, 1) corresponding to 
the conditional-block For P, by taking p = (2, j7, 1) where p : X x [l] + X x [2], such 
that (cf. Fig. 3(c)) 
jj((x, I)) = 
F (x, 1) 
i 
if P(x), 
(x, 2) if lP(X). 
Given a collection of morphisms J : I--, 1 and pi : 2 + 1 from F~ow,~, then the 
subcategory of Flowx generated by this collection using composition and tupling 
correspor.ls to flowcharts that can be built up using the corresponding boxes. How 
this works is easy to see by taking the following specific choice for X, and for the 
generating morphisms. 
Let Id = (A, B, C, . . .} be a set (of identifiers), take X = Set( Id, w ) where w denotes 
the set of natural numbers, 01 = (0, 1,2, . . .}. ‘That is, the set of states we will use 
will be the set of all mappings from the set of identifiers to the set of natu ral numbers. 
We now want to produce a simple programming language for defining state transfor- 
mations in terms of flowcharts using arithmetic expressions, simultaneous assign- 
ments, and predicates “L equals 0” for c E Id. To do this formally we d&ine C to 
be the l-sorted signature with 
&=w, 2, = {WCC, pred), &={+,ti: -} _ 9 9 
and let Arith be the Z-algebra with the set o of natural numbers as carrier and with 
SUCCArith, predArith 3 +Arith 9 *Arith 3 and “.\rith being respectively, the arithmetic 
operations successor, predecessor, addition, multiplication and subtraction. A simul- 
taneous assignment can be defined as a mapping 
cy : Id + U( Arith + Fr( Id)). 
Any such cz induces a state-to-state mapping 6 :X+ X in the same way as in 
Example 3.12, and 5 can, in turn, be viewed as morphism in lowx ( 1, 1) because 
,X and X x [l] are isomorphic sets. Furthermore, the conditional for the predicate 
‘-‘L equals O”, corresponds to the mapping 
If,:Xx[l]+Xx[2], 
(x, 1)+x, 1) if X(L) = 0, 
(x, 1)+x, 2) if x(6) Z 0. 
Then a flowchart of the form as shown in Fig. 4(a) can be represented by a morphism 
in owx by suitablv “cutting” the loops, and ind’cating the connecticms. That is, 
we can cu: UP flowchart as depicted in Fig. 4(b) which corresponds to the 
morphism y in w,~ (4,3) given by the mapping 
(b) 
Fig. 4. 
[(x, 3) 
(x9 ‘+I(x, 4) 
if B(x) =0, 
if B(x) # 0, 
(x, 3)++((A, B := A * B, B - l)(x), 2), 
where 
(A:= 1):X-+X, x H x ’ 
where 
x’:A~l, x’: L*_Y(L), for all L E Id, L #A 
and similarly, 
(A, B:=A * B, B- 1):X-+X, _v--%Y’ 
where 
x’: A ++x(A) * x(B), x’: B-%x(B) - 1, 
x’:L++x(L), for all LEI~,L#A. 
Using the above approach we can represent a given, cut flowchart as a morphism 
cy in 1Flow,. From this morphism cy we can construct another morphism CY’ in H; 
that represents the behavior, or semantics, of the flowchart. The construction is a 
particular case of the !east fix point construction used throughout programming 
language semantics. For a more general treatment see the above references. 
Let X be any non-empty set, and let s ,,,, be the ordering on sip, n). 
y ( 11 + p, n ) they exists a lecast 0’ E ‘i ( p, n ) with respect 
to SP,,, such that 
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roof. We will take CY* to be the least upper bo with respect to s, of the 
w-indexed family, (my% yi + p 1 k E 0), of elements 103~~ (n, p), where Cr ‘()’ : 2 x 
[p] + {I} u (X x [n]) takes everything to I, and where for ah k 2 G, 
($k+ll= * @ (p 
Y $A 
To prove this works we will first show that (a ‘“‘I k E w) is an o-chain, then taking 
crt to be the upper bound of this o-chain we show that it is the least element 
SE Flowx( p, n) such that cy 
That (a( k e w) is an w-chain is proved by induction 07 lc. That (x’(” g CY’ ’ ) 
follows immediately from the definitions of cy”‘) and s, and assuming cy(‘) s a’li+‘) 
we obtain 
since composition and tupling in Flow, are monotonic. 
Since (~?“l k E o> is an o-chain we know, by Fact 5.4, that it has a least upper 
bound cy ‘. To see that (Y {a ‘, I,,} = a.’ we observe that 
a-‘=U(n”‘Ikwo) definition of LY’ 
$,}I k E w) definition of @(li) 
= cy @ IJ ({(y(k), li,j 1 k E m) continuity of Q 
=IX o{U(rr”‘Jkad, lp} continuity of (...} 
=cx 0 (a’, I,} definition of cy ‘. 
Thus cy-’ is a fix point, to see that it is the least fix point let 5 be any other morphisir. 
such that Q * (6, 1,) = 5, Clearly cy((‘) =z 6 and cy(‘) c 5 implies 
&k+l) =N {CP, l/J5 Q e {6,1/J = 5 
by the monotonicity of and thus 5 is an upper bound for (~y’~‘l kE w) 
and thus a.‘~ 5. Cl 
Applying this to the above example where ~1’ :4+ 3, WC obtai;l &’ : 1 * 3, where 
for any state x : Pd +q a’((~, i)) will be the result of entering the flowchart on 
channel i E [3] in state X. So, in particular, (Y ‘((x, 1)) should be the result of entering 
the flowchart “at the top” in state X. Working through the definition will show that 
the result, x’, is the state such that 
x’(A) = (x(S)) !, x’(B) “0, 
X’(L) = X(L), for all L E Id, L f A,B. 
e constructed 
simple algebra. Si 
of course, constru 
by constructing a category of polynomials over a very 
ic theory it is also an algebra and we can, 
algebraic theories of olynomiaic over 
struction can be sed to ctrnstruct 
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higher level languages over The answer is yes, and we will look briefly at 
one example, the constructi of monadic recursion schemes. The 
idea is to construct a KY one-sorted theory nx from owx by adjoining “function 
variables”, J;, to I ). More precisely, take 9 = ( 9n = {.fr , . . . , .f:} 1 n E w), 
then a morphism m Q E on,(n, p) will be given by a mapping 
where 9( T,,) is the free l-sorted algebraic theory generated by the signature C with 
2, = &, and with 2, =O for m # 1. 
For example, using the special choice of X given earlier, we have a morphism CY 
in onx(3, 3) such that 
G(f :) = (A := 1) 
Composition and finite products in onx are defined as in Section 3; just take 
9, + 9-p = 9n+p, te injections, to obtain the coproduct needed for 
Proposition 3.14. This make onx into an algebraic theory, and the order structure 
on Flow, induces an order structure on Mon x satisfying the properties given in 
Fact 5.4, and so we can take fix points in the manner of Theorem 5.5. The fix point 
cy’? O+ 3 for the above cy : 3 + 3 will be such that for an x : Id -+ w, 
(( iii-i(f-;))(.Y)t(44) =((x(B))!)! 
the factorial of the factorial of the value of (B) in state ?c. 
Of course, we can also form polynomials over onx to obtain additional theories. 
Doing this IL :h, manner of Section 4 will yield an o x w-sorted theory in which 
hlg!rcr&vel oper&ors such as WHILE-DO appear directly as morphisms of the 
theory. 
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